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Foreword
As we know, new and innovative approaches are needed in order to address social
and economic challenges, especially in South Africa. After working with SmartWage
for just over a year, it is clear that they are ﬁnding new ways to solve old problems,
and importantly, following through on their promise of making an impact across
South Africa.
With that, I am pleased to introduce SmartWage’s Annual Social Impact Report
which illustrates their commitment to advancing Earned Wage Access within the
South African context. In this report, SmartWage quantitatively and quantiﬁably
displays the impact they continue to make on employers and employees across the
country. These inspiring stories and statistics represent SmartWage’s responsibility
to take the lead and reinvent the way employees are paid.
As I reﬂect on what SmartWage has achieved in its ﬁrst year of operations, what
stands out to me the most is their incredible team who are all committed to the
same vision, and are all working towards one common goal - eradicating the payday
poverty cycle.
To ensure this continued impact, we need the employers and organisations within
South Africa to embrace change, and provide the tools our people need to drive
inclusion and ﬁnancial wellness - they are our future workforce, hugely talented and
worth investing in.
In the pages that follow, I urge you to think about what change really means, and
think about how a team passionate about disruption can help drive ﬁnancial
inclusion, social and economic equality, and a better future for all.

Chris Lister-James
Founder and Director at Khulisa Investment Partners
Lead Investor in SmartWage
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Introduction
In South Africa, 96% of the country earns less than R12,900 each month.¹ Without a
safety net to either dip into or leverage for affordable credit when unforeseen
expenses arise, many South Africans ﬁnd themselves in trouble before payday. This
has opened up a gap for microlenders, loan sharks and other providers of
short-term, high-cost loans and these predatory lenders are crippling the lives of
millions of employees.
In response to this growing issue, the concept of having early access to your earned
wages or Earned Wage Access (EWA) was born and in South Africa, SmartWage is
leading the way.
The launch of our Annual Social Impact Report marks our ﬁrst attempt to
measure and articulate the difference we are making as an organisation, on both
employers and employees. We want to be as open about our impact as possible –
what we know (and what we don’t), what we have contributed to (without
overclaiming), and how we are thinking about it. As a team, this is the start of our
impact journey.
We’re excited to share a glimpse of our hard work and early results with you! Enjoy
the read and please get in touch, we’d love to hear from you.

Simon Ellis
SmartWage CEO

_______________________________

¹ SALDRU, 2021.
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About SmartWage
What Is SmartWage
SmartWage is an African technology company that gives employers the ability to offer
their employees access to earned wages. Simply put, we make it easy and safe for
employers to pay their staff before payday.

How Does It Work
We partner with employers by seamlessly integrating with their payroll software (we
are payroll agnostic). Using their cell phones, employees can then access their
earnings via Whatsapp or USSD. SmartWage also offers holistic ﬁnancial wellness
solutions including ﬁnancial education which promotes tangible changes to employee
spending behaviours.

About This Report
As a leading ﬁnancial technology company, we're driven to impact the lives of our core
customers by easing the grip that risky payday lenders have on them. We're conﬁdent
that SmartWage is reducing ﬁnancial stress, which means lower absenteeism, higher
productivity and increased retention, saving both employers and employees a lot of
money.
In this report, we showcase some of the results from our annual impact assessments.
This report is based on surveying the data of more than 1,500 employees, who have
been given access to their earned wages, from some of the employers we’ve worked
with over the past 12 months. You'll ﬁnd the relevant ﬁndings to back our conﬁdence in
the change we're making. From the testimonials and statistics in this report, you'll see
how we are providing a socially responsible, efﬁcient and transparent product. Our
long-term goals, and the channels through which we aim to achieve them, are
outlined in more detail in the Theory of Change.¹ An illustrated version of this theory is
included at the end of the report.
The insights in this report have been collated using some of the data from our ﬁrst
year of operations as a company and are based off our transactions database for
some of the employers that made use of SmartWage between 26th May 2020 and 22th
February 2021.
26th May 2020

22th February 2021

Referred to as ‘the period’
_______________________________
¹ Theory of Change is a type of methodology for planning, participation, and evaluation that is used in

companies, philanthropy, not-for-proﬁt and government sectors to promote social change. It deﬁnes
long-term goals and then maps backward to identify necessary preconditions (UNICEF, 2014).
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Trends In Earned Wage Access Usage
What Is Earned Wage Access (EWA)
EWA simply allows employees to access their salaries & wages as they’re earned.
At SmartWage, we only ever provide access to salaries & wages that have been earned,
so there is no borrowing or interest charged.
●
Employees can access their earnings within 60 seconds at any given time
●
Employees typically get access to up to 25% of their earnings (SARB Guideline)
●
Amounts accessed are paid directly to their bank account by SmartWage
●
Amounts are seamlessly deducted from their payslip at month end
In order to use the service, employees pay a ﬂat subscription rate of R30 per month
for this service (some employers cover this cost as an employment beneﬁt) and
employees are not penalised for the number of times they access their wages
(henceforth referred to as “advances”) they make each month. There are no other
costs (no interest, no transaction fees).

How Often Do Employees Take An Advance?
Employees are able to utilise the SmartWage product as many times as they would
like in a given month, provided the minimum advance is R100.

66%

Figure 1: Advances Per Month
% of total SmartWage users

of users take between
1 and 3 advances a
month.

1.44
The average number of
advances a user takes
each month.

Source: SmartWage advance database, May
2020 - February 2021. Note: calculations based
on data presented in Table A1 of the appendix.

Through constant monitoring and evaluation, SmartWage is able to identify
outliers and provide assistance to employees in managing their spending. We
currently do this through providing user-tailored interactive ﬁnancial education
case studies and/or adjusting usage controls in conjunction with the user’s
employer.
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How Much Of Their Earnings Are Employees
Accessing?
SmartWage employees are able to access up to 25% of what they have earned at
any point in the month. This access rate of 25% can be adjusted at the discretion
of each employer. SmarWage uses insights, affordability assessments and
employee incentive/reward schemes to work out the right balance of ﬂexibility
and impact.

ONLY
On average, users are choosing to advance 11% of
their net salary in a given month.

11%

This proves that employees are using SmartWage responsibly,
only choosing to take out a small proportion of their total monthly
earnings, when they need it most.

R1,073
The average monthly
total amount
advanced by each
user for the period.¹

R637

29%
of all advances
were between
R201 & R400.

The average
advance value
for the period.

71%
of all advances
were valued at
R600 or less.

Figure 2: How Much Do Users Usually Advance?
% of total SmartWage users

Source: SmartWage advance database, May 2020 - February 2021.
_______________________________
¹ With a minimum of R100, a maximum of R10,800 and a median of R700.
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What Do Employees Spend Their Advanced
Money On?
Following each advance, employees are asked to identify what their earnings will be
used for from a choice of 8 categories. This helps employees to consciously keep track
of their spending. From both a monetary and frequency standpoint, the number one
reason people are using SmartWage is for transport. Seeming as though insufﬁcient
funds for transportation has been identiﬁed as the leading cause of absenteeism in
South Africa¹, we assume that these funds are being used by employees to get to and
from work. This validates the fact that SmartWage reduces absenteeism in the
workplace.

Figure 3: Categories of Spending

Source: SmartWage advance database, March 2020 - February 2021.

1-2%
Proportion of EWA used for
shopping/entertainment.²

R200,000+
EWA provided for
transport in the
identiﬁed period.

For me, transport money is a
challenge. Even if I budget for
fuel, I always fall short a week
before payday. So if I need fuel
money to go to work for the
week, getting R500 is really
helpful!
-

SmartWage user

_______________________________
¹ This is particularly true when employees have to seek alternatives to public transportation during times of strikes or
uncertainty around safety. Luke and Heyns, 2013. Cape Argus, 2016.
² It is possible that users under report on this spending item.
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How Much Does SmartWage Save Its Users?
Monetary Costs
We have seen how employees use our product. Now, through testimonials and
cost-saving models, we learn how much SmartWage means to its users.

If SmartWage users previously relied on regulated microlenders:

SmartWage
has saved users

SmartWage saves

R394,318

R330

collectively in this
period alone.

per user each month.¹

However, in reality not all employees rely on regulated microlenders...
Stokvels, Mashonisas, ‘borrowing from friends and family’, credit cards and employer
advances are also sizable sources of credit in South Africa.
The Old Mutual Saving and Investment Monitor’s 2019 nationally representative
survey’s² results were used to take these sources of funding into account by tailoring the
survey results based on SmartWage’s current core customer.³
______________________________
¹ R250 (based off Table A1 in the appendix) per loan per month multiplied by 1,44 advances (loan) per employee less R30 monthly
SmartWage subscription fee per employee gives R330.
² Made nationally representative through weighting provided by the AMPS survey.
9
³ Table A5 in the appendix details this spread of funding sources and the probability that they are relied upon.

Social Costs
Prior to SmartWage, many users may
have borrowed from family or friends or
taken out advances from their employers.
While these sources of borrowing are often
interest free, they are far from priceless.
There is a large social cost associated with borrowing
from family/friends or your employer. Our research tells us
that there is substantial shame around asking employers
for advances and disclosing ﬁnances to employers in general.¹
Both borrowing and lending within a family or business can strain
relations. Further, getting a loan from any source, whether from
family, an employer or a microlender (formal or informal) is time consuming.

Consider it this way…

1,576
Conversations about money and
borrowing avoided.²

60 SECONDS
The average time it takes a user to
access their earned wages through
SmartWage’s interface.

1 HOUR & 25 MINUTES
Time saved for each user that
would have been spent talking
about a stressful ﬁnancial situation.
³
_______________________________
¹ The future of pay podcast series, episode 2. Cliff Central.
² Assuming that asking a friend/relative for a loan or an employer for an advance involves a minimum of two
conversations.
³ Assuming that each of these conversations lasts only 10 minutes.
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The Employers We Have Partnered With
Who Are Our Employers?
We serve clients across the country, but our biggest clients are in manufacturing,
retail, hospitality, security and ﬁnancial services.

Our employers care about
Their employees’
wellbeing and making
a difference.

Business operational
efﬁciency and overall
productivity.

SmartWage provides ethical and
sustainable means to make employees
more ﬁnancially resilient and address
the larger payday poverty cycle.

Managing employer ﬁnancial support,
dealing with incoming loan/advance
queries and updating payroll can
heavily burden HR managers.

SmartWage lightens the load for employers through seamlessly
integrating with their existing payroll structures and maintaining
their current cash ﬂows.
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How Much Has SmartWage Saved Employers?
Reducing the Administrative Burden

112 DAYS
saved collectively for employers
that would have been spent on
advance administration.
It takes a human resources manager
15 – 45 minutes to process an internal
advance request. The average workday
in SA is 8 hours long.

R179,200
saved collectively on HR
related expenses for our
employers in the period.
The average salary of an HR
manager in South Africa is
R33,000 a month, which equates
to R200 per hour.1

Attracting and Retaining Employees
If each of our partnered employers retained just one
employee in the last 9 months that they would have
otherwise lost, SmartWage would have saved it’s clients a
collective R140,000.2
The world’s largest HR membership organization, SHRM, estimated the average
global ‘cost-per-hire’ to be $4,425 in 2016.³ With South Africa’s labour market
dynamics and the skillsets of our core customers in mind, we revised this
estimate downwards and instead used SHRM’s 25th percentile estimate of $500
which equates to roughly a cost-per-hire of R7,000.
Offering EWA as an employee beneﬁt or as part of a reward scheme increases
our client’s employee value proposition (EVP).⁴ A recent Work Preference Study
in South Africa found that ‘pay and tailored beneﬁts’, ‘a focus on wellbeing’ and
‘skills development’ are key factors that attract and retain employees.⁵

_______________________________
¹
²
³
⁴

Payscale, 2021.
R7000 cost-per-hire.
SHRM, 2017.
A suite of beneﬁts and rewards that an organisation offers to its employees in return for making a valuable
contribution (PwC, 2019).
⁵ Pwc, 2021.
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Adapted from bizNews

Addressing Absenteeism
The majority of South Africa’s workforce live far from their place of work. Many rely on
public transport for their daily commute.1 On the days that employers could not
afford transport – they may have been absent or late.

500 DAYS
SmartWage has likely saved our
employers a collective 500 days of
work where an employee was absent
or late due to transport issues alone
in the last 9 months.
31% of all SmartWage advances are used for transportation. We assume that 90% of
these advances are for work-related transport based on what we are hearing from
users.

_______________________________
¹ Luke and Heyns, 2013.
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Meet the Resilient Employees Who Use
SmartWage
As much as we value metrics and the measurable impact these metrics illustrate, we
also deeply value people and the power of their experiences.¹ We constantly engage
with and learn about our users, particularly when it comes to the educational
dimension of our company.

Meet Ashley!
Ashley received a certiﬁcate after
completing The SmartWage Learn
modules on debt, budgeting and
saving. The programme consists of
case studies designed to teach users
about a range of topics - all based on
the lived experiences of employees.

SMARTWAGE LEARN MODULES
These are provided free of charge for all
SmartWage users, including Ashley, so
that she and her colleagues can improve
their ﬁnancial literacy.
We constantly adapt and expand our
interactive learning models so that they
are contextually relevant and cover
ﬁnancial concepts that our users are
struggling with.

_______________________________
¹ All names have been changed, and employers are not identiﬁed to protect the privacy of our users.
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Meet Miriam
Miriam is a single mother raising two young children. She hasn’t received ﬁnancial
support from their father in over two years. She has been a SmartWage user since
September 2020 when her employer, an African-based ﬁnancial services company,
partnered with SmartWage. In the last 6 months she has advanced an average of
R1,806 each month - roughly 18% of her monthly salary. If Miriam had to use a payday
loan instead, she would have paid R4,346 in interest and fees in total over 6 months.¹

Miriam’s employer covers the full monthly subscription fee to
SmartWage as an employee beneﬁt.
SmartWage and Miriam’s employers
have saved her an estimated

R2,167

in

6 months
which is roughly a quarter of her
monthly salary.
Before SmartWage, Miriam
says that in order to deal with
Now her life is so much easier:
unexpected expenses she:

“would have definitely had to
borrow money, Usually from a
friend or through a payday loan
from cash converters.”
She also says that she

“had the struggle of leaving one
or two bills unpaid.

It’s unreal, I have money to
cover food every week or even
if it’s just an outing for
myself or the kids. The best
part about using SmartWage is
that it is so easy to access
and there are no documents
needed.”

_______________________________
¹ Based on rates in Table A3 in the appendix and Miriam’s actual transactions.
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Meet Daniel
Daniel is a family man who works for a Durban-based clothing manufacturing
company. His employer partnered with SmartWage in November of 2020.

SmartWage and Daniel’s
employers have saved him
an estimated

R416

in

3 months¹
which is nearly 10% of
Daniel’s monthly salary.

Before SmartWage, Daniel
relied on mashonisas when
he needed money before
payday.

“I would have borrowed from a
Mashonisa because that was
the only way to get money for
emergencies. Now I have
SmartWage. You can now dial
the USSD code and get help.

10%
The proportion of his salary advanced
each month for transport and
groceries.

R4,500
Daniel’s monthly
salary

Daniel has a good idea of how
using SmartWage is different
to taking out a loan. This is
how he explains it:

When you take a loan, you will
pay the loan + interest but
when you are using SmartWage
you are getting access to your
money before payday. You
won’t pay it back because it’s
your money. You will only pay
R30 for using the services.”

_______________________________
¹ If

the mashonisas Daniel was borrowing from charged him 40% interest, regardless of the loan
period.
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Meet Thandeka
Thandeka works for a Cape Town based manufacturing company. She told us about
a time when using SmartWage enabled her to provide a home for her family
without taking on unnecessary debt.

SmartWage helped Thandeka in her time of need:

“When I didn’t have my own place to stay, I needed the advance for a roof
over my family’s heads. I felt distressed to ask anyone for a loan and having
SmartWage really eased my stress.
Before SmartWage,
Thandeka said:

“I would have asked for money from the stokvel at
work, however, interest was just too high.”

Based on the interest rates charged by Thandeka’s stokvel,¹
SmartWage and her employers have saved her

R12,200

9 months
17

in

which is nearly a whole month’s salary for Thandeka!
_______________________________
¹ Approximately

40%.
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Meet The Caring
Employers

KFC
SmartWage has saved each KFC
employee from the Albimix franchisee
approximately R150 per month, as well as
the risk of falling into debt with a loan
shark.¹
A KFC employee had some positive feedback about
her Albimix KFC branch’s partnership with
SmartWage:
She agreed that she would:
prefer working at KFC over other similar jobs
because of SmartWage.
She would also:
want to be able to use SmartWage at any
company she works for.

It’s a simple concept that has made a huge
difference to our employees lives. We’ve loved
the financial education resources, and our
staff are now making smart financial
decisions.”
-

R252
R1073

The average advance
value for KFC
employees for the
period.

1.4
R1073

The average times a
KFC employee takes
an advance each
month.

48 DAYS

R1073

of absenteeism or
lateness due to
transport funding
avoided since
partnering with
SmartWage.

53%
of all KFC employees
advances were spent
on transport.

Chris Lister-James
KFC Franchise Owner

_______________________________
¹ The average advance of R252 is less than most reputable regulated microlenders would provide and so it is likely that
employees would have relied on a loan shark, mashonisa or stokvel to handle costs.
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MUKURU
Mukuru is the largest money transfer provider in Africa
and a leading Next Gen Financial Services Platform
that offers affordable and reliable ﬁnancial services to
the emerging consumer. The company’s core values
include creating a sense of family, encouraging growth
through learning and prioritising innovation and
creativity.

Each Mukuru employee
saves an estimated

R510
per month¹
Mukuru employees have also been some of our
most active SmartWage Learn users.
Here’s some of their feedback on our learning
module about budgeting and saving:

The case study about Thandi really
helped me. When it was explained that
Thandi had to sit and identify essential
from non-essential needs to save
money… this was very interesting for
me. I was in a similar situation where I
had to deal with several financial
situations. Next time, when I have to
tackle it, I’ll think of Thandi and what I
learnt from her story.

567
R1073

The number of
advances Mukuru
employees have
made since
September 2020.

48 DAYS

R1073

of absenteeism or
lateness due to
transport funding
avoided since
partnering with
SmartWage.

R833
R1073

The average advance
value for Mukuru
employees for the
period.

2
R1073

The average times a
Mukuru employee
takes an advance
each month.

_______________________
¹ You’d pay R1088 for a loan of R833 for 15 days and Mukuru users

take an average of two advances each month.
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Nutrapharm
NUTRAPHARM
SmartWage collectively
saved Nutrapharm
employees

R27,035
in

9 months

152
R1073

Advances facilitated
in the period for 24
Nutrapharm
employees.

40%

- that’s R1130 per employee!
The interest rate
charged by a
local stokvel.

Nutrapharm is a packing and manufacturing facility
specialising in pharmaceuticals & botanicals. It is one
of the few SmartWage clients who pay their employees
fortnightly. Even with this more frequent payment, there is still a need for EWA.

While Nutrapharm has been working tirelessly during the pandemic,
we have been working hard to ensure that their employees make it to payday:

The professionalism and efficiency
displayed by the SmartWage team during
the onboarding process was impressive, as
well as the continued support they have
shown our employees in the subsequent
months. Our staff seem to be extremely
happy with the product and it works
perfectly within our existing payroll
process. “
-

Nick Arthur

Managing Director

R434
The average advance
value for Nutrapharm
employees for the
period.

1.7
The average times
Nutrapharm
employees take an
advance each month.
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TRUDA
Truda Foods is an African manufacturing company that
makes a range of quality and tasty maize snacks. Based
on the success of the pilot we conducted with Truda
Foods, the company is looking to roll SmartWage out
across the group.

R276
R1073

The average advance
value for Truda
employees for Q1 of
2021.

R17,845¹
The amount Truda has
saved its employees in
interest charges on risky
loans taken during Q1 of
2021.

80%
of Truda's registered
employees used EWA
at least once during
Q1 of 2021.

51%
of employees have
opted-in to learn with
SmartWage during Q1
of 2021.

7%
“I never have to take out debt
because I can just use my salary
when I need it.”

_______________________

¹ Note: the ﬁndings on this page are based on data collected from Truda

employees from the period 1 January 2021 to 31 March 2021.

The average amount
of an employee's
salary withdrawn
during Q1 of 2021.
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Final Thoughts
With a growing need for EWA by those who are exploited by illegal and risky
payday lenders, we're determined to offer a solution that eradicates the payday
poverty cycle, and changes the borrowing behaviour of our core customers.
In this report, we've aimed to understand the potential beneﬁts of EWA in
South Africa, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
We estimate that more 7.3 million South Africans and 70 million Africans could
beneﬁt from our service, and we hope that through reading this report, you
have a better understanding of the potential impact we can make on these
people.
We also know that impact comes not just from what we do, but how we do it.
We’re on a mission to provide the most accessible and affordable EWA product
available, complementing this product with impactful and scalable ﬁnancial
literacy training that equips employees with the ﬁnancial tools they need to
change their spending behaviours.
In just one year of operations, we have created a dynamic team who are taking
EWA to new heights; a product that competes internationally and wins prizes;
and a community of employers and employees who are excited about the
solutions we are bringing to the market.
Our mission is purposeful and proﬁtable and our impact is scalable and
sustainable. Here’s to a bright future - and to eradicating the payday poverty
cycle.

The SmartWage Team
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Appendices
Table A1: Estimated distribution of credit sources

Credit cards provide 55 days of interest
free credit. We estimate that the average
credit card account available to those with
salaries of R12 000 or less costs approximately
R84 per month.¹ Many South African’s do not
meet the criteria for credit card ownership,
nor do they have the assets against which
they can secure personal loans from banks.

The unregulated credit market
consists primarily of mashonisas
and stokvels. Researchers in the ﬁeld have
found that both Mashonisa and stokvel lending
rates range between 30% and 50%.⁴ Although
with late payments and the power that most
mashonisas have in their communities, the cost
to consumers end up much higher!

Regulated microlenders and
‘payday lenders’ ﬁll this gap in the
market. Table A3 in the appendices details the
costs associated with borrowing from these
lenders. Although the NCR² stipulates that
monthly interest rates cannot exceed 5%,
microlenders capitalize on initiation fees,
service fees. Users often ﬁnd these hidden
costs confusing and turn to the unregulated
credit market.³
_______________________________
¹ See Table A2 in appendix
² National Credit Regulator
³ Eighty20, 2018.
⁴ See Table A4 in appendix
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Table A2: Estimated average cost of a credit card in SA in 2019.

Table A3: Estimated regulated microloan rates.
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Table A4: Estimated informal lender rates.

Table A5: Sources of funding for unexpected expenses for
South Africans similar to SmartWage’s core customer.
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SmartWage’s Theory of Change
inputs:
earned-wage access
(EWA)

a driven
team

helping

activities:

innovative
technology
employers

ﬁnancial education
products

● % of earned income ● interactive learning
available
modules
● ﬂat subscription rate ● narrative and context
● USSD/Whatsapp
driven
● no debt/interest

monitoring, evaluation &
research
● constant employer &
employee engagement and
feedback
● understanding customer
● measuring impact

investors

payday loans

outputs:

hindering .

masonishas
inadequate
ﬁnancial
literacy

and:
affordable,
accessible
Earned-Wage
Access

Financial
education
tools

that are:
adaptable &
context speciﬁc
based employees &
employer needs

and rely on:
research,
evidence-based
insights & trusting
relationships

monthly pay
system

outcomes:
INCREASED.EMPLOYEE

EMPLOYER.

FINANCIAL RESILIENCE.

BENEFITS.

● Save money and reduce stress by avoiding
short term debt
● Enjoy more ﬁnancial ﬂexibility
● Less shame around asking friends/family
or employers for ﬁnancial help.
● More ﬁnancially literate and conﬁdent.
● Able to use EWA wisely

● Increased employee productivity
● Reduced absenteeism
● Socially responsible business
● Higher retention rates
● Save time and money: eliminating
wage advances easing
administrative burden

impact:
eradicating the payday
poverty cycle

changing the way South
Africans get paid
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